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About This Game

MAD-SECTOR

Go back the early nineties with Mad-Sector, a retro shooter that pays homage to the golden era of FPS's! Stuck within an insane
A.I's mind, you must carve your way through a twisting nest of heinous enemies, and hold yourself high above the corpses of

your captors!

WEAPONS: Six main weapons to find and use against the enemy...

LEVELS: Twenty five levels of fast paced retro FPS action spanning two episodes ...

GRAPHICS: Go old-skool with retro 2-D sprites...

GORE: Bucket loads of comical blood and gore. Just like the old days...
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ENEMIES: Enough baddies to keep your trigger finger well oiled...

MUSIC: Custom Midi tunes to bop to, while bopping baddies...(composed by Tanner Helland)

DIFFICULTY: This game is HARD, but possible...
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Title: Mad Sector
Genre: Action
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REK...
Publisher:
REK...
Release Date: 14 Jul, 2017
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I HATE THIS GAME.

No i don't, I was just losing another round.

The game is just about perfect, go get it if you're into rogue-likes, there's hardly anything better than this one.. Three words: I
love nukes.. Pretty fun game, if you like god-like simulators where you have to create an efficient city, balancing it's
productions and want to create your perfect place, this is the game for you!. bad piggies like game with space stuff in it. (bad
piggies is just like this but angry birds styled.. I almost didn't buy this game because some of the other reviews suggested that it
was too easy. Don't be fooled! It's true that beating the game is done very easily. However, Mecha Ritz's adapative difficulty
makes the game harder the longer you survive. Surviving and increasing the game's difficulty are intrinsic to getting a high
score.

In other words, like many STG games, anyone can see the last boss, but getting a monumental high score still takes plenty of
technique.. It started calm but after a few minutes all hell broke loose......the madness, the madness....
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Ok folks lets get to it. I played this game like ♥♥♥♥ing years ago. and I came back to it to see if something is new. Haven't
checked it out yet but from the reviews recently it still seems to be a dead game even though it is amazing and very fun to play. I
bet you they're gonna shut down soon because no one plays it.. :/ 10/10 if you're going to play for about 30 hours only with your
friends.. Man did i try so hard trying to like this game. Its just so restrictive in gameplay in an attempt to make each faction feel
different than the others that it takes all the fun and customization out of the game. It works though, the factions play and feel
very different from one another but the end result is too narrow and unbalanced to enjoy. Even the weapon choices are
narrowed down to 3 or so per faction. Unless i am missing something here i just cant recommend this game.. Crude, clumsy
control system, arcade-y gameplay without even an interesting storyline or the fun pace of arcade play to hold it up. Brainless,
helpless "opponents" that sit there waiting to be shot.

Massively over-sensitive controls even on lowest sensitivity - and no physics model to speak of.

Jet flight without a rudder control. Helicopter flight where direction, pitch and elevation are totally independent.

Your biggest opponent in this game is the teeny tiny cramped geo-fence it forces you to operate a supersonic jet within..
Unfortunately the very low resolution makes everything very blurry and I gave up after I found myself an inch away from the
monitor while searching for a brown 4 pixel spoon. Would probably be a decent game with high resolution images.. Good game
+ card.. https://youtu.be/zX406rEZYJg
While the theme was fun and the zombies marching down the lane was a new mechanic, the core bowling gameplay just isn't up
to snuff.. This is a really good physics puzzle game.
Im not sure what else to put here.

Uhhh....

I guess it controls very good.. Really freaked me out the game good to see real horror elements in a game and gritty graphics
loved it.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/TP0glbkY-II. This game is pretty simple but it's a good time waster, especially while I'm waiting for patches
to other games. I wouldn't recommend this if you're looking for something to keep you occupied for more than an hour or if
you're looking for a good adventure, but it's an alright game. I remember playing it when it was free on those old flash game
sites, that's really the only reason I bought it. Also the only reason I'm writing this review is because every few combinations
they keep PROMPTING ME TO WRITE ONE AND THEY WON'T STOP. so gr8.
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